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THE PROBLEM: 
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the current homework 
assignment practices in shorthand in selected secondary schools in 
Kansas, the comparison of homework practices in these schools to home-
work practices in shorthand in secondary schools as reported elsewhere 
in related literature, and the influence, if any, that attitudes of 
shorthand teachers, school administrators, school board members, students, 
and parents have upon current homework assignment practices. 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES EMPLOYED: 
Literature related to shorthand homework assignments available in 
the Forsyth Library and the library of the Division of Business and Eco-
nomics of Fort Hays Kansas State College was secured and examined. The 
data contained in this study dealing with current shorthand assignment. 
practices was obtained by a survey of shorthand teachers, school adminis-
trators, and school board members conducted by personal interviews and 
by mailed questionnaires. 
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS: 
Shorthand teachers generally agree that shorthand students need 
to be given daily homework assignments in order to achieve mastery in 
the subject. The reporting shorthand teachers, as a group, had little 
idea of the time required by a student to complete a homework assign-
ment. Percentages reported by shorthand teachers of a total assignment 
to allocate to the areas of brief form practice, word practice, sentence 
and plate reproduction, reading, and student determination of the areas 
to study showed deviations that are difficult to justify. There is a 
definite lack of communication of attitudes toward homework assignments 
in general and toward shorthand homework assignments in particular, 
between teachers, parents, school administrators, and school board 
members. 
It is recommended that shorthand teachers make an effort to 
ascertain the amounts of time required by students to complete their 
assignments either by direct questioning or by observing the time 
required in the actual preparation of assignment units during class 
periods and give consideration to this information when giving shorthand 
homework assignments. It is also recommended that a testing program of 
iv 
competencies of shorthand students graduating from high schools in con-
junction with a study of successful teacher methods be effected. In 
addition., it is rE>commended that shorthand methods courses stress the 
importance of homework in shorthand, and that the problems connected 
with making reasonable, meaningful, and effective assignments be 
attacked directly. 
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Shorthand, like many other secondary school subjects, is facing 
the cold eye of re-evaluation. This, in part, is caused by the current 
emphasis on the "solid" subjects such as mathematics and science 
resulting from the recent displays of Russian achievements in space 
expleration. Administrators are encouraging and even requiring students 
t o take five solid subjects each semester. This emphasis has caused 
more and more students to omit shorthand due to the fact that the 
course has a reputation for requiring extensive homework.1 
In 1960, it was estimated that well over one-half million 
students were taking shorthand in our secondary schools. Only about 
a quarter to a seventh of these students take two years of shorthand. 2 
Although one-half million is a large number of students, shorthand 
has lost ground in percentage of secondary school enrollments in the 
last three decades. Tonne estimates that approximately nine per cent 
of all business students in secondary schools were enrolled i n short-
hand in the school year 1933-34, 6.1 per cent in the school year 1948-49, 
and only 3.8 per cent in the school year 1960-61.3 The increase in the 
lRussel D. Madsen, "Effective Homework--The Key to a Successful 
Shorthand Program, 11 The Balance Sheet, XLII (May, 1961), 392. 
2Herbert A. Tonne, 
Education Forum, XV 
"The Present and Future of Shorthand," 
(October, 1960), 11. 
Busi-
3Herbert A. Tonne, Principles of Business Education (third edition; 
New York : Gregg Publishing Division,McGraw Hill Book Company, 1961), 
P. 304. 
courses offered in business education has, of course, affected enroll-
ment in all business subjects and this fact must be recognized when 
comparing enrollment figures. 
Does this mean that shorthand is a dying subject in our 
secondary schools? Electronic voice writing machines and abbreviated 
longhand methods of taking dictation have made grave inroads in the 
communication field the last few years. Advertisements of these 
courses frequently appear in major newspapers and nationally circulated 
magazines, usually making broad claims as to the time required to 
learn operation of these electronic devices or to achieve the skill 
necessary for mastery of the abbreviated writing systems. Tonne has 
the following to say about the rumors that perhaps shorthand is a 
dying subject: 
••• it would be not only unwise but contrary to all the 
evidences to assume that shorthand will drop to a neglible 
subject in the secondary schools. All thee ·dences of job 
needs as found in the newspapers and emp]oyment agencies and 
the eagerness with which even marginally competent stenographic 
students are hired indicates the contrary.4 
What is currently being done about these problems now facing 
shorthand? .A:re any insights being established as to the causes and 
impact of these problems? The answer to these questions is 11not 
much, if anything." Briggs comments on the need for research 
concerning the use of the classroom teacher: 
Despite modern marvels of communications, very little reliable 
information is available concerning outcomes in our high school 
shorthand classes. Yet facts about these classes are extremely 
important to the improvement of instruction in shorthand. Because 
4Tonne, loc. cit. 
2 
he possesses the facts, each shorthand teacher in the United 
States--particularly in the secondary level--has a vital role 
3 
to play in the evolution of effective shorthand teaching procedures. 
Each teacher, if he will, can present empirical evidence for 
analysis for generalization. To improve instruction in shorthand, 
it is essential to accumulate and interpret great masses of data 
concerning methods, materials, and outcomes in shorthand. 5on1y the classroom teachers can supply this information •••• 
In the literature reviewed, very little mention was made of the 
length of assignments, nature of assignments, current practices 
regarding shorthand assignments, or the attitudes of teachers, admin-
istrators, board of education members, parents, and students with regard 
to outside assignments in general and toward shorthand homework assign-
ments in particular. These factors definitely do have a bearing on the 
future of shorthand and its contribution to our educational outlook. 
The problem of this study relates directly to these factors. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. This stud r is concerned with (1) the 
ascertainment of current homework assignment practices in shorthand in 
selected secondary schools in Kansas, (2) the comparison of homework 
practices in these schools to homework practices in shorthand in 
secondary schools as reported elsewhere in related literature, and 
(3) the influence, if any, that attitudes of shorthand teachers, school 
administrators, school board members, students, and parents have upon 
current homework assignment practices. 
5J. Roqert Briggs, "The Shorthand Teacher and the Improvement of 




Purpose of the study. The purpose of this study is to explore the 
current literature concerning current practices in giving shorthand 
assignments, to compare the shorthand homework practices in selected 
secondary schools with the practices reported in the related literature, 
and to ascertain the current attitudes toward shorthand homework of 
persons most closely connected with the teaching of shorthand. A 
belief that a survey of shorthand homework practices would be of vital 
interest to business educators, school board members, and students 
was a major factor in the determination of the subject for this study. 
II. DELIMITATIONS 
Although it would have probably been interesting and perhaps 
beneficial to cover a larger survey area and a greater number of 
persons concerned with the instruction of shorthand, this would have 
been impossible due to limitations of time, per sonnel, and finances. 
It is felt, however, that the area this stu y covered does display a 
representative picture of the current practices and attitudes concerning 
homework assignments in shorthand. Due to these considerations, the 
limitations of this study are: 
1. The published materials available in the Forsyth Library, 
and t he published materials available in the library of the Department 
of Business and Economics, both of Fort Hays Kansas State College. 
2. A survey of the homework practices in shorthand in a limited 
number of selected secondary schools in Kansas. 
3. A survey of the attitudes of selected teachers, school 
administ rators, and school board members toward shorthand homework 
assignments. 
III. DEFINITIONS OF TER.~S USED 
In order to avoid confusion concerning the terms used in this 
study, the following definitions are presented: 
Assignment. Assignment is used to refer to the portion of 
shorthand that is involved in preparation for the next day's work, 
whether this work is done under supervised conditions, in individual 
study during special periods at school, or at the student's home. 
Homework. Homework is to be construed as that portion of 
class preparation completed outside of the shorthand recitation 
period, whether this work is done at school or at the student's home. 
Shorthand. Shorthand in this study refers to the Gregg system 
of symbol writing. 
Supervised study. Supervised study in this study is used to 
define that portion of the daily shorthand rlass period devoted to 
preparation for the next day's work. 
Usable questionnaire. Any questionnaire received either by 
means of personal interview or through the mails containing pertinent 




REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The review of literature related to the topic of this study can 
be divided into two catagories, (1) the difficulties encountered in 
achieving a proficiency in the use of shorthand as a usable tool and 
(2) the recommendations of business educators on how best to achieve this 
proficiency. The literature surveyed is thus summarized under these two 
broad topics. Both are directly related to the basic problem of this 
study concerning the handling of shorthand assignments and homework. 
PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE LEARNING OF SHORTHAND 
Business educators seem to agree on one basic principle regarding 
the study of shorthand. This is that shorthand is primarily a skill 
subject, requiring vast amounts of concentrated and tedious practice 
to master. Lomax explains the process of learning shorthand in these 
terms: 
Habit or skill means little more than the establishing of bonds 
between response and stimulus so firmly that one automatically 
follows the other. Shorthand is, par excellence, a subject in the 
practice of which skill must be exercised. There can be no success 
in the employment of shorthand unless outlines (responses) are 
learned so well that they automatically follow the spoken words 
(stimuli). While it is true that in learning shorthand there is 
ample opportunity for thinking out solutions to problems, most of1 the teaching and learning efforts are expended on skill building. 
That shorthand is not an easy course and taken for credits 
1Paul s. Lomax and John v. Walsh, Problems of Teaching Shorthand 
(New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1930), p. 92. 
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because it is easy to achieve a passing grade seems to be supported by 
Salser, who states that, 11 Those who fall by the wayside in shorthand are 
legion. 11 2 These failures would seem to be due to the long hours of work 
that must be put into the study of shorthand to achieve success. Business 
education research seems to support this problem of unsuccessful attempts 
by students to learn shorthand. Byers reports that, "The voluminous 
literature of research, by many different groups, has proved at least 
one significant fact; drop-outs and failures ranging from 16% to 50% 
after only one semester cannot continueo 11 3 
Shorthand has even been compared to the study of a foreign 
language, as to difficulty of learning. Andruss reports that: 
In shorthand, oral dictation is symbol writing and typewritten 
transcription; while foreign languages are spoken or written 
comnrunications. The Romance languages, as well as many of our 
English words, spring from a common ancestor--Latin--and are 
alike to some degree; yet shorthand symbols mp.y or may not 
resemble longhand writing to the same extent.4 
Byers claims that in some respects shorthand is more difficult 
to learn than a foreign language, due to certain factors not present 
in the learning of a foreign language. His views are: 
Shorthand is a subject unlike any other. It is based on the 
phonetics of the English language. It requires tra~slation, 
and to that extent resembles a foreign language. However, the 
speed of thought, speed of recall, speed of transliterations, and 
speed of execution are not present to the same degree in learning 
2carl W. Salser Jr., 11The Public Has a Right to Know," The 
Business Educator, I (Spring, 1959), 9. 
)Edward E. Byers, 11Shorthand Drop-outs Can Be Predicted, 11 
The Business Educator, II (Winter, 1959), 16. 
4Harvey A. Andruss, Better Business Education (New York: The 
Gregg Publishing Company, 1942), PP• 3-4. 
a language. In many respects, learning shorthand is more diffi-
cult than learning a foreign language. It is obvious that there 
are many students incapable of learning sborthand.5 
8 
A recent development in education also points to the difficulties 
faced in learning shorthand. This is brought out by the fact that 
administrators, due to the push of the "Space Age 11 , are beginning to 
encourage or even require students to take at least five subjects 
during a term. Students are reluctant to spend the hour or more a 
day usually required as homework in shorthand courses, due to the 
pressure of more concentrated courses of study. Madsen comments on 
this relatively new problem: 
Many students when required to add an additional course have 
decided to substitute a course that is less time consuming than 
shorthand. Ask almost any student who has completed a shorthand 
course to tell you what he disliked about his course. He would 
tell you about the hour or more devoted daily to the preparation 
of his homework assignments. Students are prone to avoid the 
unpleasant things in life, and it is my belief that too many of 
our youth have a feeling of unpleasantness associated with the 
learning of ghorthand, primarily because of the tedious homework 
assignments. 
Although the "space age" may have brought into the spotlight 
the amount of time consumed in learning shorthand to an effective 
degree, the problem of the time consumed in the learning of this 
subject is by no means a problem that has just arisen in the last few 
years. The Drexel Institute of Philadelphia, founded in 1892, offered 
a stenography course with the following classroom hours per week for 
5Byers, _££• cit., p. 16. 
6Russell D. Madsen, "Effective Homework--The Key to a Successful 
Shorthand Program," The Balance Sheet, XLII (May, 1961), 392. 
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their individual courses:7 
Subject Hours Per Week -----
Shorthand 9 
Typewriting 5 
English Language 2 
Spanish Language 2 
Accounts, Business Forms and Customs 1 
Correspondence 1 
Penmanship 1 
Business Printing 1 
Physical Training 2 
A comparison of the time used for the study of shorthand with 
the total of twenty-four hours for the entire week reveals that 
thirty-seven and one-half per cent of the total week's class time was 
spent in the study of shorthand. Although shorthand is frequently 
compared to the study of a foreign language, it is interesting to note 
the difference in total class time allowed for the study of the Spanish 
language compared to total class time allowed for the study of shorthand. 
Just how many hours of study are required to become reasonably 
proficient in shorthand has been estimated by Haga, who claims, "This 
skill subject takes some 200 class hours, plus 200 hours of homework, 
for a student to become skilled enough to take dictation at 80 to 
100 words a minute, the speed usually required of a beginning steno-
grapher.118 
All literature reviewed emphasized the idea that the learning 
7chessman A. Herrick, Meaning and Practice of Commercial Education 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1904), P• 204. 
8Enoch J. Haga, 11 The Big Sleep in Business Education, 11 The 
Business Educator, I (Spring, 1959), 19. 
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of shorthand, compared to other secondary school subjects, ranks very 
high in the time and effort expended in order to achieve mastery. This 
is definitely not a new problem but has recently been given more consider-
ation, due to the increased push by administrators to require more 
concentrated courses of study. 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF BUSINESS EDUCATORS 
CONCERNING SHORTHAND ASSIGNMENTS 
Are business educators concerned about the problem of assignments 
and preparation of shorthand homework? That homework is a problem in 
which shorthand teachers are vitally interested and perhaps even confused 
about is brought out by Zoubek. He claims that a large percentage of 
the questions asked him during his tours concerning the Gregg System 
are in the area of how best to handle shorthand homework.9 
What does a teacher need to consider when making homework 
assignments in shorthand? Should the teacher merely assign the next 
lesson? Madsen submits ten characteristics of a good shorthand home-
work system: 
1 . That it builds upon one's knowledge of shorthand. 
2. That it makes an allowance for individual differences. 
J. That it provides an opportunity for thought and problem solving. 
h. That it directly develops the ability to construct new words 
and phrases. 
5. That it should assist in the development of skills applicable 
9charles E. Zoubek, "Homework Queries," The Business Teacher, 
XXXIX (November, 1961), 21. 
11 
to vocational employment. 
6. That is furnishes knowledge of results--the student should discover 
and correct his own errors. 
7. That it provides a basis for additional skill development in the 
classroom. 
8. That it provides a check against forgetting, through constant 
review of all previous learning. 
9. That it provides a means of motivation. The student is able 
to feel that he is working for his self-satisfaction, not for 
the teacher's satisfaction. 
10. The time necessary for completion of the assignment is within 
reason--its completion is felt as desirable by the student, 
not as a daily burden.10 
As with all skill subjects, requiring large amounts of homework, 
shorthand is a skill that appears to require the use of constant repeti-
tion. In recent years, the idea of the use of repetition or drilling 
has lost much prestige as an effective teaching tool. The idea behind 
this seems to stem from the idea that drilling is conducive to loss 
of interest. One writer, however, contends t hat shorthand is one subject 
probably overly criticized in this area of the use of repetition as a 
teaching method. Condon supports the use of repetition if properly 
handled as an effective teaching tool: 
Shorthand skill, like typewriting skill, is developed through 
repetition. The opinion of some teachers is that repetition is 
monotonous and should be avoided--that it is better to read large 
sections of shorthand plate where some repetition occurs as a 
matter of chance. But do teachers follow such procedure in type-
writing? Do they get basic speed through sustained or lengthened 
time writings? Such procedure has been widely discounted in 
many classes. Why then, continue the practice in shorthand? 
'!'here is no reason why short repetitive drills in shorthand should 
be more monotonous than are the short repetitive drills in type-
1~adsen, op. cit., P• 392. 
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writing. Whether any practice is monotonous depends upon the 
student's mental outlook, which in turn is determined by motivation.11 
The act of assigning a homework assignment does not necessarily 
mean that homework achieves its purpose--the furthering of a student's 
shorthand skill • .All students all too frequently do work where an increase 
in skill is not a benefit of the work done. Gregg contends this is not 
only a problem faced by shorthand teachers: 
Just as students' thoughts are often f ar away from the class-
room while they seem to be listening intently, the students often 
perform their homework superficially. They must constantly choose 
among desirable, essential, and urgent activities. Even though 
the results look quite satisfactory, the real value of the assign-
ment is lost. When making assignments, the teacher's major 
objective is to encourage students to concentrate when they prepare 
their homework.12 
What do writers contend is the best way to make assignments? Do 
they recommend that the students practice on what each individual 
believes to be his weak area or do writers recommend that the teachers 
require specific work done in student homework practice? Douglas says, 
"Students should be given specific instructions as to the procedures 
to be followed in doing their homework. Otherwise they may derive very 
little benefit from the time devoted to such practice. 1113 
Lamb has made a definite recommendation as to the amount of time 
ilArnold Condon and Rowena Wellman, "A Challenge to Some Commonly 
Accepted Shorthand Practices," Business Education Forum, IX (October, 1954), 
10. 
12Edna L. Gregg, "Shorthand Progress Through Homework," Business 
Education Forum, XV (December, 1960), 34. 
13110yd V. Douglas, James T. Blanford, and Ruth J. Anderson, 
Teaching Btrsiness Subjects (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1958), p. 216. 
13 
that should be spent daily on class preparation for the next day's work: 
Students should be taught how to do their homework and should 
be given every possible aid to ensure thorough understanding of 
the assignment and correct practice at home. At least an hour 
should be spent each evening on homework. When students are 
absent, they should "make up" their home work over a period of 
time that allows for distributed practice.14 
Douglas seems to disagree with this theory of assignments with 
the requirement of a definite amount of homework by contending that the 
individual teacher mu.st decide how much homework to require of students: 
The individual teacher mus t decide for himself how much homework 
he will require of his students. Years ago it was customary to 
require students to write a certain number of pages of homework each 
night. Such a plan does not allow for differences in the size of 
students' shorthand notes and may encourage poor penmanship practices. 
Students quickly learn the larger they write the sooner they will 
finish their homework. The teacher should encourage his students 
to practice according to their individual needs •••• 15 
Zoubek would seem to support this idea of non-specific assign-
ments by the recommendation that teachers should try to get away from 
the idea of assigning a certain number of pages: 
A type of an assignment we would not give is this: 'Each day 
you must turn in 5--or 10, or 15--pages.' In an assignment of 
this type, students are often more interested in filling the 
required number of pages as quickly as possible than they are in 
the benefits that would accrue to them with intelligent practice. 
In addition, they will sometimes resort to an unnatural, large 
style, s9 that they can fill the pages with the least possible 
effort.10 
A certain amount of recommendations by authorities on the 
subject is interesting and beneficial to shorthand teachers, but 
14Marion M. Lamb, Your First Year of Teaching Shorthand and Trans-
cription. (Cincinnati: Southwestern Publishing Company, 1950)-;--p.bl.°" 
15nouglas, op. cit., p. 218. 
l6zoubek, 2E• cit., p. 21. 
14 
it must be remembered that the teacher is the basic factor that 
seems to determine the results of any particular course in shorthand. 
Anderson has best stated this fact by stating that, "• •• the 
teacher is the most important factor in shorthand instruction and that 
a highly motivated teacher may actually secure better results using 
poor teaching methods than an uninspired teacher may secure using 
the very best techniques possible. 1117 
17Ruth I. Anderson, "Significant Implications of Research in 
Shorthand and Transcription," Secretarial Education with~ Future, The 
American Business Education Yearbook, Volume 19, (New York: The Eastern 
Business Teachers Association and The National Business Teachers Associa-
tion, 1962), P• 58. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
A comprehensive search of the available literature connected 
with shorthand homework assignments was conducted to provide a back-
ground for this study. A tentative bibliography was compiled from 
the books, pamphlets, and monographs available in Forsyth Library 
and the library of the Division of Business and Economics of Fort 
Hays Kansas State College. To this tentative bibliography were added 
periodical listings from the Education Index and the Business Edu-
cation Index. 
This bibliography was then used as a basis for surveying the 
literature related to this topic. Pertinent articles were then 
summarized on evaluation forms and indexed as to content. 
Two questionnaires were constructed: one form was designed 
especially for business teachers; the second form was constructed in 
such a way that it could be used in interviewing both school adminis-
trators and school board members. 
The questionnaire designed for shorthand teachers included 
questions relative to enrollments in shorthand classes, to regularity 
of assignments, to extent of outside assignments, and to the nature 
of homework assignments. A separate section of this questionnaire 
was devoted to ascertaining teacher sttitudes regarding homework 
assignments in general and to homework assignments in shor~hand in 
particular. Some of the questions regarding homework pertained to 
the attitudes of the business teacher himself, while other questions 
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were concerned with determining what the teacher regarded as the stated 
or apparent attitudes of the school administrators and the school board 
members toward shorthand homework assignments. 
Interviews with school administrators and school board members 
were not arranged in advance. These persons were usually interviewed 
on the same date that the business teachers were interviewed. (See 
Appendixes A and B for listings of administrators and school board 
members interviewed.) Since the subject of these interviews revolved 
around attitudes toward homework, the questionnaires were short and 
directly concerned with the topic (see Appendix C). 
A preliminary or trial survey using these questionnaires as a 
basis was made with five business teachers and five administrators in 
personal interview situations for the purpose of ascertaining the 
affectiveness of the questions contained in the questionnaire. 
During these five preliminary interviews with shorthand 
teachers, it was found that the wording of the questionnaire was 
confusing in certain areas, and self-defeating in other areas. One 
of the areas was concerned with the different connotations placed on 
the words 11homework 11 and 11assignments". This situation required that 
these two terms be clearly defined in the manner set forth in Chapter I 
under the heading "Definitions of Terms Used". Also, to avoid self-
defeating reactions, the word "homework11 in the questionnaire was 
purposely avoided (see Appendix D). 
A letter was composed for the purpose of contacting teachers in 
regard to arranging personal interviews (see Appendix E) . A self-
addressed, postal card was enclosed for the purpose of facilitating a 
17 
reply to this request. Since the questionnaire asked for enrollment 
figures for a period of five years, and other information requiring 
deliberation, a copy of the questionnaire was included in these contact 
letters. 
The use of the telephone, however, was nru.ch more effective in 
the arranging of personal interviews. Approximately one-half of the 
interviews held were the result of telephone contacts. 
The questionnaires were refined to overcome evidenced weaknesses. 
Contact letters and revised questionnaires were mailed to eighteen 
additional teachers of shorthand. By the use of these letters and 
the telephone, personal interviews were effected with fifteen teachers. 
The total of twenty teachers interviewed was determined to be used 
as a control for the mail-out questionnaires to be sent to sixty-five 
more shorthand teachers in the State of Kansas. This method is believed 
to alleviate one of the main problems normally found in survey methods, 
which is the misunderstanding of questions asked. (A list of teachers 
interviewed is listed in Appendix F. ) 
A total of sixty-five questionnaires were mailed to shorthand 
teachers within a 150 mile radius of Hays, Kansas. Enclosed with this 
questionnaire was a letter of transmittal (see Appendix G), instruct-
ions relative to the proper procedures for filling out the questionnaire 
(see Appendix H), and a self-addressed reply envelope. 
From the sixty-five questionnaires mailed, a total of thirty-
eight replies were received. The percentage of these replies compared 
to the total mailed amounts to 58.5 per cent. An examination of these 
thirty-eight replies revealed that seven were not usable. Four replies 
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were returned incomplete due to the fact that shorthand was not offered 
in those four schools. Two of the replies were returned incomplete 
because they had been addressed to business teachers who did not teach 
the shorthand classes in their schools. Only one reply was classified 
unusable because of being incorrectly filled out. 
Thirty-one of the mailed questionnaires were determined to be 
correctly completed and pertinent to the survey being made. Usable 
questionnaire replies amounted to 47.7 per cent of the original sixty-
five questionnaires mailed. This percentage of usable questionnaire 
replies was deemed highly satisfactory for this type of survey. The 
high percentage of correctly completed questionnaires lends assurance 
that the questionnaire questions were clearly understood and that the 
replies were therefore reliable. 
To the thirty-one usable questionnaires received by mail were 
added two questionnaires that were returned in the mails as a result 
of requests made during personal interviews. Tr ~s total of thirty-
three questionnaires, plus the twenty questionnaires completed 
altogether in personal interviews made a total of fifty-three usable 
questionnaires, the basis of the current practices and teacher atti-
tudes portion of this study. 
A comparison of the answers contained in the mailed question-
naires with the answers contained in the questionnaires completed 
during the interviews was made to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
questionnaires. One of the facts revealed by this comparison was 
that the teachers who mailed in their questionnaires expressed their 
attitudes toward shorthand homework assignments more candidly and more 
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thoroughly than did the teachers who verbally supplied this information. 
Another interesting fact revealed was that the teachers who mailed in 
their questionnaires filled in the section of the questionnaire headed, 
11 The Nature of Preparation" more carefully and more thoroughly than 
did the interviewed teachers. These differences may be due to the 
fact that answers to these questions required more deliberate consider-
ations by teachers than the interview method afforded. Thirty 
questionnaires, 91 per cent of the total usable mailed questionnaires, 
were completely filled in this section that was regarded as the most 
intricate and difficult section of the questionnaire. This assurance 
of accuracy on the part of the teachers participating through corres-
pondence led to the decision that all questionnaires should be given 
equal weight in evaluating the findings ascertained. 
The questionnaires were inspected, were classified, and the 
statistics were tabulated. Every effort was made to eliminate 
possible personal bias of the writer during th: s process. The data 
provided by the questionnaires are classified, tabulated, and summarized 
in Chapters IV and V of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
CURRENT PRACTICES IN SHORTHAND CLASSES 
RELATIVE TO ASSIGNMENTS AND HOMEWORK 
The review of related literature revealed very little information 
about current teaching practices and procedures in shorthand, particu-
larly in the area of assignments and homework. This chapter summarizes 
the procedures followed by a group of selected shorthand teachers in 
western Kansas in regard to this problem. 
CURRENT ENROLLMENTS IN 
SHORTHAND CLASSES 
An assumption was made that enrollments in shorthand classes will, 
to some extent, affect the techniques and practices concerning assign-
ments resulted in the question about enrollment figures being included 
in the questionnaire. Table I shows the sizes of shorthand classes 
in the fifty-one schools that reported on this question. In 1961, 
thirty schools, or 60.78 per cent of the total of fifty-one schools 
reporting, stated that their Shorthand I classes contained fewer than 
ten students. In fact, fourteen schools, or 27.46 per cent of the 
schools, participating in the study, reported enrollments of five or 
fewer students in their Shorthand I classes. The largest percentage 
of schools surveyed, 31.38 per cent have Shorthand I classes of six to 
ten students. This means that shorthand teachers are working with very 
small classes in Shorthand I. More than forty per cent of the schools, 
with the exception of the year 1959, show class size of fifteen or fewer 
Student per 
enrollments 1962 cent 
1-.5 14 27.46 
6-10 16 31.38 
11-1.5 3 _5.88 
16-20 3 5.88 
21-25 .5 9.80 
26-30 2 J.92 
31-J.5 1 1.96 
36-40 
41-45 1 1.96 
46-.50 1 1.96 
51-55 
56-60 
61-65 1 1.96 




Not offered 3 5.88 
Totals .51 100% 
TABLE I 
ENROLLMENTS IN SHORTHAND I 
BY REPORTING SCHOOLS 
per per 
1961 cent 1960 cent 1959 
7 17.95 7 25.92 1 
10 25.64 4 14.83 5 
8 20 • .51 3 11.11 8 
4 10.26 3 11.11 2 
1 2.56 3 11.11 1 
1 2 • .56 1 
2 s.14 1 3.70 1 
2 7.41 
1 2 • .56 1 
2 7.41 2 
1 2.56 
1 2 • .56 
1 3.70 
3 7.70 1 3.70 1 
39 100% 27 100% 23 
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per per 
cent 1958 cent 
4.35 2 13.33 
21.74 5 33.33 
34.78 4 26.66 
8.69 1 6.67 
4-35 
4.35 
4.3.5 1 6.67 
1 6.67 
4.3.5 1 6.67 
8.69 
4.J.5 
100% 1.5 100% 
students for the past five years. 
Eight schools reported they offered and taught Shorthand II in 
the last five years. The eight schools reporting the teaching of this 
course have taught or are teaching some 219 students during this five 
year period. The totals of students enrolled and average number of 
students in these second year shorthand classes are shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
ENROLLMENTS IN SECOND YEAR SHORTHAND 
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Years 1962 1961 1960 1959 1958 
No. of schools reporting 
second year shorthand 
classes 
Total nwnber of 
students 
Avg. no. of students 








3 3 2 
39 31 28 
13 10.3 14 
The above results compared with Table I reveal that Shorthand II 
classes are more stable in enrollment than are Shorthand I classes. The 
fact that Shorthand II is taught nearly altogether in the larger schools, 
no doubt accounts in large measure for this greater consistency of enrol-
lments. Table II also indicates that second year shorthand is increasing 
in popularity among the schools included in this survey. 
REGULARITY AND AMOUNT3 OF ASSIGNMENTS 
A choice of three areas were given on the homework questionnaire 
relative to regularity of shorthand assignments. They were "daily" 
assignments, "irregular" assignments, and 11no" homework assignments. 
Of these three areas, fifty-two of the reporting schools stated that 
they gave daily homework assignments and none reported that they gave 
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no shorthand assignments. This bears out the statement contained in 
Chapter II that the learning of shorthand takes a great deal of time and 
practice. 
How many notebook pages of practice material are required daily 
by shorthand teachers? Current practices of the reporting schools 
regarding shorthand assignments are set forth in Figure 1. The largest 
number of teachers, nine, are requiring students to complete six pages 
of practice material. The next largest number of teachers, seven, 
reconnnend the completion of ten pages of practice material. The third 
largest number of teachers, six, reconnnended the completion of three 
pages of homework daily. It is interesting to note that no certain 
number of pages was recommended by a majority of t ~achers. There is 
little agreement among shorthand teachers as to how many pages of daily 
practice material should be required of students. 
An interesting side-light of the wide deviations in the amount 
of homework assigned is the amount of time the teachers estimated it 
takes students to complete any given assignment. A comparison of the 
pages of practice material assigned by shorthand teachers to their own 
estimates of how long it takes students to complete these assignments 
reveals a much wider deviation. Table III reveals how dive.rgent are the 
views of teachers with regard to this most important element of homework 
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TABLE III 
SHORTHAND TEACHER ESTIMATES OF TIME 
REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ONE PAGE OF 
PRACTICE MATERIAL 
Number of Number of 
schools Estimated schools Estimated 
reporting minutes reporting minutes 
1 2.5 1 8.33 
1 3.75 1 8.43 
3 4.5 2 8.57 
3 5 1 9 
1 5.63 1 9.69 
1 5.65 3 10 
2 5.83 1 ll.25 
4 6 1 12 
2 6.25 1 12.5 
1 6.43 2 13.33 
2 7.14 3 15 




The estimated amount of time needed to complete an assignment 
divided by the pages assigned reveals estimates by teachers of the time 
required to complete one page of shorthand practice material. These 
estimates range from two and one-half minutes to twenty minutes of 
study time per page . There is very little conn-non ground concerning 
estimates of time required to finish a given assignment. The largest 
number of teachers, four, reporting on the question of student time spent 
on homework practice of shorthand estimated that six minutes was the 
amount of time required by students to complete one page of homework. 
Some consideration should be given to the type of assignments 
made when considering the differences in teacher estimates of time 
required by students to complete homework assignments. Difficulty and 
type of material assigned will definitely affect the rate of speed of 
doing a page of homework. Familiar material can, no doubt, be done 
much more quickly than material not previously practiced. Nevertheless, 
these wide differences in teacher estimates of the time required by 
students to complete a page of homework are inexcusable, even with the 
most liberal allowances for the effects of difficulty of material upon 
elapsed time. 
HOW SHORTHAND ASSIGNMENTS ARE PREPARED 
Do students prepare their shorthand assignments during a portion 
of the regular shorthand class, during formal study hall periods at 
school, or at home? Table IV shows the number of teachers reporting 





















HOW SHORTHAND ASSIGNMENTS 
ARE PREPARED 
Supervised Study hall 
study preparation 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
of of of of 
schools total schools total 
12 25.53 14 29.78 
1 2.13 
9 19.15 5 10.64 
5 10.63 
11 23.41 3 6.38 
1 2.13 1 2.13 
6 12.76 5 10.63 
2 4.26 
4 8. Sl 
1 2.13 




47 100% 47 100% 
27 
Out of school 
preparation 















students in the three areas of supervised study in class, study hall 
preparation, and out-of-school preparation. 
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Of the forty-seven teachers reporting on the question of minutes 
spent in supervised study, the largest number, twelve, reported that 
no class time was allowed for supervised study in the shorthand class-
room. In the area of study hall preparation, the greatest number of 
teachers, fourteen, reported that no study time was used to study 
shorthand at school other than in regular shorthand classes. In the 
area of out-of-school preparation, the greatest number of teachers, 
twelve, reported that no shorthand class preparation was done out of 
school hours. Nine teachers reported that the amount of time spent 
in study hall preparation was undetermined. Ten teachers reported 
that the amount of time spent by shorthand students on assignment 
preparation in out-of-school situations was undetermined. 
The two teachers reporting forty and fifty minutes of time spent 
in supervised study in Table IV are unique case in that the school 
reporting forty minutes of supervised study has 100 minute periods . The 
other school reported that 50 minutes of its llO minute periods were 
devoted to supervised study. Neither of these two schools has formal 
study halls during school hours. The administration expects the 
teachers to reserve at least one-half of the class period for the prep-
aration of the next day's assignment. 
The wide areas of disagreement by shorthand teachers of where 
students prepare their assignments is difficult at best to qualify. 
Whether teacher recommendations of where students should prepare 
assignments are a contributing factor or not is a mute question. 
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Student course load may also have some effect on these results. In any 
case, it is apparent that approximately one-fifth of the teachers 
reporting on this question do not know where their shorthand students 
prepare their assignments. Reasonable assignments would be difficult 
to make unless teachers have some idea as to whether students must 
complete shorthand assignments in school or at home. 
THE NATURE OF STUDENT ASSIGNMENT PREPARATION 
For the purposes of this study, a choice of five areas were 
given in order that teachers could designate the percentage of assign-
ment preparation spent in each area; the total to equal one-hundred per 
cent. These areas concern the percentage of time spent on the practice 
of brief forms, word practice, sentence and plate reproduction, reading, 
and student determination areas to be practiced. 
The percentages of student practice time spent on the study 
of brief forms are shown in Figure 2. The largvst number of teachers, 
seventeen, report that ten per cent of shorthand study time is spent on 
the study of brief forms. Seven teachers reported that five per cent 
of class preparation time is spent in this area. The largest percentage 
of tj_me spent on the study of brj_ef forms, twenty-five per cent, is 
reported by two teachers. One teacher had brief form practice time 
set at eight per cent of the total practice time. Six teachers reported 
that no homework time was spent on the study of brief forms. 
Figure 3 shows the percentages of time spent on shorthand word 
practice by reporting schools. The largest number of teachers, eleven, 
reported that ten per cent of assignment preparation is spent on word 
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practice. Ten teachers report that students spend five per cent of 
their study time on word practice, and another ten teachers report that 
f:Lfteen per cent of study time is spent in the area of word practice. 
Sixty-two per cent of the fifty teachers reporting on this question 
of time spent on word practice give estimated percentages ranging from 
five to fifteen per cent. There are, however, two teachers reporting 
forty and fifty per cent of shorthand assignment preparation time 
as being spent on word practice. 
How much student homework time is spent in the practice of 
sentence and plate reproduction? Figure 4 shows the percentages of 
time spent in this area, compared to the number of teachers reporting. 
Six teachers recommend that thirty per cent of shorthand student practice 
time be spent on the practice of sentence and plate reproduction. Another 
six teachers report the spending of forty per cent of assignment on 
sentence and plate reproduction. The lack of uniformity of homework 
assignments in this area is emphasized by the ~act that thirteen teachers 
allotted between thirty and forty per cent of homework time to this 
activity while ten teachers allocated between seventy-five and eighty 
per cent of the total assignment to sentence and plate reproduction. 
As a whole, there is little agreement as to how much time to require 
students to spend on the study of sentence and plate reproduction. 
The percentages of homework time spent by shorthand students on 
reading practice as compared to the number of schools reporting are set 
forth in Figure 5. Nine teachers reported that no shorthand reading 
practice is assigned to students. Another nine, report that shorthand 
reading makes up twenty per cent of the practice material studied for a 
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shorthand assignment, and yet another nine teachers report thirty per 
cent as the desirable amount of a shorthand assignment for a student to 
spend in reading practice. Teacher reports in current practices con-
cerning that portion of shorthand practice spent in reading range from 
zero to fifty per cent. There can be little doubt that shorthand 
teachers, as a group, are not in agreement regarding the amount of short-
hand reading practice to assign students. 
Are students allowed to decide the areas that are to be studied 
during homework practice in shorthand? The percentages of the total 
assignments that are determined by the shorthand students themselves 
are shown in Figure 6. Twenty-five reporting teachers, or fifty per 
cent, state that students should not be allowed to determine any portion 
of a shorthand assignment. On the other extreme, two shorthand teachers 
are currently allowing students to determine the nature of the entire 
assignment. A majority of teachers agreed that shorthand students 
should have vecy little, if any, determinatio of the nature of the 
homework practice. 
The total of teacher-estimated percentages in the five areas 
of brief form practice, word practice, sentence and plate reproduction, 
reading, and student determination of the nature of shorthand assign-
ments divided by fifty, the number of reporting teachers are compared 
in Figure 7. Sentence and plate reproduction study make up the largest 
portion of shorthand study time recommended by teachers. The next area, 
20.5 per cent of the average total is made up of shorthand reading 
practice. Brief form practice takes up the least percentage of the 
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The wide variations in current practices by shorthand teachers 
can be readily seen. Certainly it can be assumed, that shorthand has 
its degree of competence, and that some methods of handling practice 
time are more efficient than others. We have seen, however, that there 
is little agreement on the principles governing the practice concerning 
homework in shorthand. The area of good assignment principles for 
shorthand certainly is an area where research has been neglected. 
CHAPTER V 
ATTITUDES CONCERNING SHORTHAJ.'ill HOMEWORK 
Attitudes of persons most closely connected to the teaching of 
shorthand have their influence upon the amount and types of shorthand 
homework. Prolonged dissatisfaction by teachers, administrators, school 
board members, parents, or even students will eventually be the direct 
or indirect cause of changes made in procedures and practices regarding 
homework assignments. This chapter surmnarizes the attitudes expressed or 
implied by the above persons concerning shorthand homework assignments. 
TEACHER ATTITUDES CONCERNING SHORTHAND HOMEWORK 
Shorthand teachers, as a group, are in favor of daily homework 
assignments for shorthand students. Evidence of this fact is set forth 
in Chapter IV, where fifty-two of the reporting teachers stated they 
gave daily assignments to their shorthand students. Are these daily 
shorthand assignments given because it is a common practice in the 
teaching of shorthand? Forty-nine teachers state that it is definitely 
necessary to give homework assignments in shorthand if a reasonable 
amount of shorthand proficiency is to be acquired by the student. One 
teacher states that shorthand students should be required to do from one 
to two hours of shorthand homework daily. Four teachers reported that 
they would prefer doing all shorthand study in class, but this practice 
would be impossible due to the large amounts of practice required to 
achieve mastery. One teacher maintained that shorthand homework could 
be omitted and that student mastery of the subject could be effected. 
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Another teacher stated that students as a general rule refuse to do 
homework of any description and the giving of any type of homework is 
largely wasted effort on the part of teachers. The majority of teachers 
held the view that shorthand homework is a necessity and this view 
follows closely the recommendations of business educators as stated in 
Chapter II, "Review of the Literature". 
ADMINISTRATION ATTITUDES 
All administrators interviewed reported that their schools had 
no written policy regarding the assigning of homework. All but two 
of the administrators interviewed did, however, have definite views on 
the approximate amounts of homework that should be assigned to students. 
None of these interviewed administrators would make any distinction 
between recommendations for shorthand homework and reconnnendations for 
homework in other secondary school subjects currently being taught in 
their schools. 
The largest number of administrators, three, recommended that 
the maximum time to be spent by students in out-of-school assignment 
preparation should not exceed sixty minutes. Two administrators recom-
mended that 120 minutes should be the maximum total time spent by students 
in out-of-school preparation. One of these two administrators set sixty 
minutes as the minimum daily time that students should be required to 
spend in out-of-school assignment preparation. Sixty to ninety minutes 
of time spent on out-of-school homework assignments by students was 
recommended by one administrator. Two administrators, however, stated 
that the maximum amount of homework has to be varied in consideration 
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of student load and type of courses being taken by the student. One 
administrator explained that his school had a unique policy regarding 
supervised study, in that one-half of the regular class period is 
reserved for supervised study. Teachers are expected to follow this 
practice in all cases and this administrator was convinced this method 
largely took care of problems concerning homework due to the fact that 
most of the assignments were prepared under direct supervision of the 
teacher giving the assignment. 
What are the expressed or apparent administration attitudes 
concerning shorthand assignments as reported by shorthand teachers? 
The largest nwnber of reporting teachers, twenty-three, reported that 
as far as they were able to detennine, the administrations expressed no 
views about homework assignments. Twenty teachers reported the adminis-
trations had recommended that daily assignments be given to students. 
Five teachers reported that their administrators favored making home-
work assignments only in courses where it was ~bsolutely necessary. 
Only two teachers stated that their administrators had recommended that 
daily assignments be given to students of shorthand. One teacher 
reported that in his school, the administration would not tolerate 
out-of-school assignments for students. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION ATTITUDES CONCERNING HOMEWORK 
Do members of school boards have definite ideas regarding the 
assignment of homework? Of the eleven school board members interviewed, 
the greatest number, four, stated that they were not in favor of teachers 
giving homework assignments that required student study at the student's 
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home. The next largest number of board members, three, claimed that 
homework had to be varied as the circumstances warranted, and would make 
no statement as to the time secondary students should spend in the prepa-
ration of homework. Two board members, recommended sixty minutes as 
the daily time students should be required to spend in out-of-school 
preparation. One board member recommended ninety minutes as the 
desirable daily time for students to spend doing out-of-school homework 
preparation. Another board member expressed the view that modem stu-
dents are lazy and recommended that a sixty minute minimum time be 
required of all students for doing homework. 
Although all school board members interviewed expressed definite 
views concerning the problem of homework, shorthand teachers in the 
majority of cases had not been informed of the views held by the board 
members of their schools. Shorthand teachers, when questioned about 
the stated or apparent attitudes of school board members, reported 
that in thirty-four of the participating schools the teacher had not been 
made aware of the attitudes of board members concerning the giving of 
homework assignments. Seven other teachers, however, stated that the 
school board had recommended that homework assignments be given, if 
this required homework remained reasonable in amount. Six teachers 
reported that their school boards recommended that, whenever possible, 
daily homework be assigned in all classes. Only four teachers stated 
that their school board members had made specific reference to home-
work assignments in shorthand. These four teachers stated that their 
board members recommended that homework assignments be given to short-
hand students. Two teachers reported that their school boards favored 
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the use of more supervised s tudy in order that out-of- school preparat ion 
of assigned material might be cut down. 
APPARENT ATTI TUDES OF PARENTS REDARDING HOMEWORK 
Parents, of course, have close connection with the preparation 
of homework assignments, and it is to be expected, some views concerning 
what constitutes a reasonable and proper assignment. Nevertheless, twenty-
three of the fifty-three reporting teachers stated that any attitudes 
the parents might have with regard to homework assignments had not been 
expressly stated or even been made apparent. The next largest number 
of reporting teachers , fifteen, stated that parents expressed the view 
that shorthand homework was needed and that they were in favor of daily 
preparation of homework by their children. Eight teachers reported that 
parents in their districts expected their children to have some home-
work to do and were more- or- less adjusted to the idea. Five teachers 
said that the parents in their schools gave the impression that too much 
homework of various kinds were assigned. One teacher reported that 
parental attitudes were favorable to the giving of homework, but that 
the parents did not like to force their children to do the homework. 
Another teacher stated there existed in her school district the apparent 
feeling on the part of parents that teachers are paid to teach every-
thing during school hours and that is where all teaching and learning 
should take place. 
STUDENT ATTITUDES CONCERNING HOMEWORK ASSIGNME~TS 
Students are naturall y affected by homework assignments more than 
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any other group connected with the teaching and learning of shorthand. 
What are the student ' s attitudes in regard to these assignments? Of the 
total of fifty-three reporting teachers, the largest number, thirty-
two, stated that student attitudes in regard to shorthand assignments 
were favorable and that students, for the most part, realized the need 
for preparing these assignments. The next largest number of teachers, 
six, stated that students definitely disliked assignments of any kind. 
Five teachers reported students very often complained of too much short-
hand homework. Another five teachers expressed the idea that the better 
students actually enjoyed homework assignments while the poorer ones 
nearly always disliked assignments. Three teachers stated that their 
students felt that homework assignments were a necessary evil and must 
be tolerated. One teacher reported that students often complain that 
due to other studies and school activities they do not have enough time 
to complete their shorthand homework. One teacher reported that students 
in his school absolutely refuse to complete any 1rind of homework 
requiring study out of regular school hours. 
OCCASIONS WHEN HOMEWORK SHOULD NOT BE ASSIGNED 
Fifty-two of the fifty-three reporting shorthand teachers stated 
that they made a standard practice of giving daily homework assignments 
to shorthand students. Are there occasions when this procedure is 
relaxed and students are given lighter homework assignments? What are 
the attitudes of administrators and school board members with regard to 
this question? Table V shows the occasions when shorthand teachers, 
administrators, and board of education members recommend that students 
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TABLE V 
RECOMMENDED OCCASIONS WHEN HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS 
SHOULD NOT BE GIVEN 
Number Number Number 
of of of 
Occasion Teachers Administrators Board members 
No exceptions 20 2 5 
Ballgames 6 2 
Special school 
programs 12 5 
Vacations 13 1 
Before tests 6 1 
Tournaments 4 1 
Work on the 
school annual 1 
Work on the 
school paper 1 
Emergencies only 2 
Music contests 4 1 
Church nights 1 1 6 
Weekends 2 
CHAPTER VI 
SillVJM.ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The findings of this study concerning current practices and 
attitudes relative to the teaching of shorthand in selected secondary 
schools are summarized below. 
SUMMARY 
Shorthand, when compared with other secondary school subjects, 
requires the expending of large amounts of time and effort by students 
to achieve usable and a salable proficiency. This problem has been 
recognized ever since shorthand was first introduced into our school 
curriculums, but the demands of the "space" age have resulted in the 
inclusion of more "academic" subjects in the courses of study of secondary 
school students. This change of emphasis in student programs has made 
even more difficult the problem of requiring homework in shorthand. 
Business education writers have made recommendations about how to 
and how not to make shorthand assignments, but there has been very little 
written about how much homework should be assigned shorthand students, 
or what should be the nature of homework assignments. 
The data contained in this study dealing with current shorthand 
assignment practices was obtained by a survey of shorthand teachers, 
school administrators, and school board members conducted by personal 
interviews and by mailed questionnaires. 
Fifty-three shorthand teachers who participated in this study 
have taught Shorthand I during the last two years, and eight of these 
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teachers have also taught Shorthand II during the last two years . These 
t eachers were working with small enrollments in their shorthand classes. 
The reported current practices with regard to the regularity of 
homework assignments showed that fifty- two teachers gave daily shorthand 
assignments as standard procedure. Only one teacher reported that she 
gave her shorthand students irregular assignments. 
The reporting shorthand teachers, as a group, had little idea of 
the tin1e required by a student to complete a homework assignment. Esti-
mates made by shorthand teachers as to the amount of time required by 
students to complete a unit of shorthand practice material ranged from 
two and one-half minutes per page to as high as twenty minutes per page . 
The percentages reported by shorthand teachers of the total assign-
ments allocated to the areas of brief form practice, word practice, 
sentence and plate reproduction, reading, and student determination of 
the areas to study, showed deviations that are difficult to justify. In 
each of the five areas, with the exception of that of student deter-
mination of the nature of homework, no agreement of the desirable 
percentage to assign was made by a majority of the reporting teachers. 
Although these cooperating shorthand teachers were in general 
agreement that daily homework assignments should be made, school adminis-
trators, board of education members, and parents were not uniformly in 
agreement with the teachers on this matter. Twenty-three reporting 
teachers stated that the administrators had no stated or apparent atti-
tudes with regard to the giving of homework assignments. Thirty- four 
reporting teachers stated that the attitudes of their school board members 
had not been made known to them or were unknown altogether. Twenty-three 
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shorthand teachers stated that there was no evidence that the attitudes 
of parents with regard to homework assignments had been ascertained. It 
is quite evident that there is a lack of communication of attitudes 
toward homework assignments in general, and toward shorthand homework 
assignments in particular, between teachers, parents, school adminis-
trators, and school board members. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The giving of reasonable assignments by shorthand teachers can be 
accomplished only when these teachers have definite information of the 
conditions under which students prepare their assignments. Also, to give 
reasonable assignments a teacher needs to know approximately how long it 
takes a student to complete an assignment unit. These are important 
answers that the individual teacher may obtain either by direct questioning 
or by observing the time required in the actual preparation of assignment 
units during class periods. These factors shotJ.d be taken into consider-
ation when assignments are made. 
The wide deviations obtained in the questionnaires relative to the 
nature of shorthand homework assignments does lead to one obvious conclu-
sion. Shorthand teachers, as a group, have little idea of the percentage 
of study time that should be spent in any one of the several areas of 
homework assignments to achieve the best end results. Additional research 
is sorely needed in these areas of shorthand teaching. A testing program 
of competencies of shorthand students graduating from high schools would 
be beneficial in conjunction with a study of successful teacher methods. 
The very excellent response that participating shorthand teachers made 
in this study is evidence that teachers would be responsive to a study 
of this type . 
50 
It is evident that shorthand teachers are wasting too much 
valuable time making unreasonable, haphazard, and ineffective assign-
ments. It is further recommended that shorthand methods courses stress 
the importance of homework in shorthand, and that the problems connected 
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Mr. Arnold Anderson 
Trego Community High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr. H. w. Deane 
Menlo Consolidated Schools 
Menlo, Kansas 
Mr. Norval Gray 
Rex.ford Consolidated Schools 
Rexford, Kansas 
Mr. Claude Kissick 
Quinter Rural High School 
Quinter, Kansas 
Mr. Jones Mason 
Grainfield Rural High School 
Grainfield, Kansas 
Mr. Richard H. Mosier 
Sheridan Community High School 
Hoxie, Kansas 
Mr. Jimmy Nickols 
Colby Community High School 
Colby, Kansas 
Mr. Eugene B. Oates 
Grinnell High School 
Grinnell, Kansas 
Mr. Walter Siemens 
Paradise Rural High School 
Paradise, Kansas 
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PARI'ICIPATING BOARD OF EDUCATION MEMBERS 
Mr. Henry Dietz 
Trego Connmmity High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr. H.B. Hixson 
Trego Community High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr. Tom Hopper 
Colby Community High School 
Colby, Kansas 
l-f..r. William Hugun 
Trego Community High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr. John E. Marcy 
Trego Community High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr. Vernon Mickey 
Sheridan Community High School 
Hoxie, Kansas 
Mr. Homer Neff 
Trego Community High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr. Rex L. Shearer 
Trego Cormnunity High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
Mr . Frank Steilow 
Paradise Rural High School 
Paradise, Kansas 
Mr. Carl Stephens 
Menlo Consolidated Schools 
Menlo, Kansas 
Mr. Cy Stepper 




Board Member Administration Date of Interview ---
Name --------------------
School 
ATTITUDES OF ADMINISTRATION AND BOARD OF EDUCATION TOWARD HOMEWORK 
1. In general: 
a. Recommended maximum daily time spent on homework min. 
2. Shorthand homework in particular: 
a. Recommended max:inrum daily time spent on homework min. 




















CLASS PREPARATim:r-[please check 
1958 --
one) --
I. Daily assignments 
II. Irregular assignments 








NOTE: Please fill in the applicable section below that corresponds with 
the number checked above. One section out of the three is all that you 
need to fill in. 





Approximately how many pages of class preparation are assigned 
daily? pages. 
Approximately how many minutes are required for students to 
complete the assignment? minutes. 
How are the above assignments prepared? (please indicate approxi-
mate minutes in each area) 
r:--under daily supervised study in the classroom. minutes. 
2. In study halls at school. ~i nutes. 
3. In outside of school preparation. minutes. 






Word practice • • • • • • • • • • 
Brief form practice ••••••• 
Sentence and plate reproductions 
Reading • • • • • . • . • • . . . . 
Student's determination of nature of 
preparation • • • • • • • • • • • 
preparation effort 
TOTAL 
II. IRREGULAR ASSIGNMENTS: 
A. Approximately how many pages of preparation are assigned? 
pages. 
B. Approximately how many minutes are required for students to 
complete the assignment? __ minutes. 
c. How are the above assignments prepared? (please indicate approxi-
mate minutes in each area) 
Y-:-Under daily supervised study in the classroom. __ minutes. 
2. In study halls at school. __ minutes. 
3. In outside of school preparation. __ minutes. 
D. Nature of preparation: 
1 . Word practice • • • • • • • • • • 
2. Brief form practice • • • • • • • • 
3. Sentence and plate reproductions • • • • 
4. Reading • . . . • • . . . • . . . . . 




% of entire 
Preparation effort 
E. What occasions particularly call for assignments? 
III. NO OUTSIDE OF CLASS PREPARATION: 
A. Why there are no out of class assignments? 
1 . Teacher deter'Tlined out of class assignments not necessary. 
2. School administration determined out of class assignments not 
necessary. 
3. School board determined out of class assignments not neces -
sary. 
ATTITUDES TOWARD ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Occasions when out of class assignments should not be given to 





2. Your (the teacher's) attitude toward out of class assigrunents. 
a. In general 
b . To shorthand assignments in particular. 
3. The stated or apparent attitude of the school administration 
toward out of class assignments. 
a. In general 
b. To shorthand assignments in particular. 
The stated or apparent attitude of the school board toward 
out of class assignments . - -
a . In general 
b . To shorthand assignments in particular. 
5. What are the apparent at titudes of parents toward out of class 
assiE;nments. 
a. In general 
b. To shorthand assignments in particular. 
58 
6. wnat are the apparent attitudes of students toward out of class 
assignments? 
a. In general 
b. To shorthand assignments in particular. 
?. A list of co-operating teachers and schools will be included as 
a part of this study. If you desire a resume of this study, 
please check here. 
Mrs. Edna Sloan 
Menlo Consolidated Schools 
Menlo, Kansas 




March 23, 1963 
The views of experienced business teachers are needed as a part of 
a study concerning assignments given to shorthand students. This par-
ticular study is a portion of a graduate program now being carried out 
at Fort Hays Kansas State College, Hays, Kansas. 
Would it be possible to contact you for a personal ten or fifteen 
minute interview in connection with the enclosed questionnaire? 
As my traveling schedule is rather uncertain, would it be possible 
to schedule a tentative appointment with you on March 25? 
Please use the enclosed self-addressed postal card immediately to 
let me know whether I may have an interview with you. Thank you. 
Sincerely yours, 
Hubert D. Deane 
Enclosures 
APPENDIX F 
PARTICIPATING SHORTHAND TEACHERS 
~+Ir. Tom Ruhser 
Quinter Rural High School 
Quinter, Kansas 
-¾Mr. Dick Plowman 
Rexford Consolidated Schools 
Rexford, Kansas 
*Mrs. Jones Mason 
Grainfield Rural High School 
Grainfield, Kansas 
*Miss Margaret Brungardt 
Grinnell High School 
Grinnell, Kansas 
*Mrs. Maxine Shaw 
Sheridan Community Hi h School 
Hoxie, Kansas 
il-Mrs. Edna Sloan 
Menlo Consolidated Schools 
Menlo, Kansas 
*Miss Patsy Headlee 
Morland Rural High School 
Morland, Kansas 
*Mr. Pleasant Rice 
Norton Community High School 
Norton, Kansas 
*1rs. Martha Memeth 
Decatur Community High School 
Oberlin, Kansas 
*Miss Virginia s. Hanchett 
Hill City High School 
Hill City, Kansas 
*Personally interviewed 
~{tr. Ivan Werner 
Brewster High School 
Brewster, Kansas 
-¾Miss Inez Yeager 
Lucas High School 
Lucas, Kansas 
il-Miss Pearl Conway 
Codell High School 
Codell, Kansas 
~ss Sandra Covey 
Colby Cormnunity High School 
Colby, Kansas 
-¾Mr. Max Bridgeman 
Paradise Rural High School 
Paradise, Kansas 
~ss Carolyn Berg 
Trego Cormnunity High School 
WaKeeney, Kansas 
*' iss Lois Myerly 
Bays High School 
Hays, Kansas 
?{-Mi_ss Finley 
Collyer Bigh School 
Collyer, Kansas 
-¾Mrs. Elizabeth Schrock 
1233 Main 
Hoxie, Kans as 
¾Miss Patricia Reeves 
Gove High School 
Gove, Kansas 
Mrs. Luella Griffith 
Ut ica High School 
Utica, Kansas 
Mr. Wayne H. Mann 
Almena Rural High School 
Almena, Kansas 
Miss Betty Kllllliner 
Minneapolis High School 
Minneapolis, Kansas 
Mr . LeRoy Workman 
Phillipsburg High School 
Phillipsburg, Kansas 
Miss Edna Bengtson 
Ellsworth High School 
Ellsworth, Kansas 
Miss Lois Maple 
Kingman Rural High School 
Kingman, Kansas 
Miss Shirley Gabrielson 
ElDorado High School 
ElDorado, Kansas 
Mr. Roger Lewis 
St. Francis High School 
St. Francis, Kansas 
Mr. Eldon Kadel 
Beloit High School 
Beloit, Kansas 
Miss Eleanor Salisbury 
Wesleyan High School 
Miltonvale, Kansas 
Sister Assisuem 
St. John's High School 
Beloit, Kansas 
Mr . H. E. Rader 
Randall High School 
Randall, Kansas 
Miss Bucilla Blair 
Anthony Community High School 
Anthony, Kansas 
Mr. Roland Delay 
Scott Community High School 
Scott City, Kansas 
Mrs. Glee Van Sickle 
Sublette High School 
Sublette, Kansas 
Mr. Gerald Goetz 
Wilson High School 
Wilson, Kansas 
Nr. Charles Spongberg 
McPherson High School 
McPherson, Kansas 
Miss Carolyn Chopp 
Garden City High School 
}arden City, Kansas 
Miss Euteva Malsam 
1i ghton Hi~h School 
')i ghton, Kansas 
""ti.ss Ava Ruth Humphrey 
Liberal High School 
Liberal, Kansas 
Mr. Oral D. Hensley 
Medicine Lodge High School 
Medicine Lodge, Kansas 
Mr. Loren Goodheart 
Greeley County High School 
Tribune, Kansas 
Mr . Albert Fisher 
Wichita Co. Community High School 
Leoti, Kansas 
Miss Maline Lundstedt 
Great Bend Senior High School 
Great Bend, Kansas 
Mr. Donald W. Smith 
Bret Harte Union High School 
Angels Garno, California 
Nr. Leo J. VanFeldt 
Kanorado High School 
Kanorado, Kansas 
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Mr. Fred Schlegel 
Glasco High School 
Glasco, Kansas 
Mrs. Florence Stephenson 
Downs Bigh School 
Downs, Kansas 
Mr. Kellye Hart 
McCracken High School 
McCracken, Kansas 
Mr. Donald Trent 
Spearville High School 
Spearville, Kansas 
Miss Fern K. Parker 
Sterling High School 
Sterling, Kansas 
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Mrs. Helen Jaecke 
Senior High School 
Junction City, Kansas 
Mrs. H.F. Baustian 
Brookville High School 
Brookville, Kansas 
Miss Betty Kummer 
Minneapolis High School 
Minneapolis, Kansas 




March 27, 1963 
How much time should students spend preparing shorthand lessons? What 
should be the nature of such preparation? What are the apparent attitudes 
of students, parents, teachers, administrators, and school boa.rd members 
toward assignments in shorthand that require students to work outside the 
classroom? These are areas of shorthand teaching I am exploring as part 
of my Master's program at Ft. Hays Kansas State College. 
Dr. Thomas has suggested that I request selected able and experienced 
business teachers in Western Kansas to share with me their experiences 
and attitudes with regard to these questions. You have been recommended 
as a highly qualified participant in this study. 
Would you please fill in the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me 
in the stamped, self-addressed envelope that is enclosed. It is hoped 
that the covering instructions attached to the questionnaire will enable 
participating teachers to give the same interpretations to the questions 
so that the answers will be meaningful and comparable. 
If you would like to compare your experiences and attitudes with those 
of other participating teachers, I shall be happy to send you a resume 
of the study. Merely indicate in the space provided in the question-
naire that you would like to receive such a resume. 








Suggestions for Filling in the Questionnaire 
SHORTHAND ENROLLMENT: 
CLASS PREPARATION: 
The blank line is for special groups such as 
transcription, office practice, secretarial 
practice, etc., wherein shorthand constitutes a 
major portion of the course. 
Attention is called to the relationship of the 
captions I, II, and III in this section of the 
questionnaire to the corresponding I, II, and 
III breakdowns which follow immediately. You 
will need to fill out only one of these three 
sections. 
I . DAILY ASSIGNMENTS: If your school operates under an unusual class 
period arrangement, please explain the arrange-
ment on the reverse side of the sheet. 
ATTITUDES: 
FINAL BLANK: 
Please do not overlook the page on attitudes. 
A frank and detailed appraisal of attitudes 
toward assignments will prove quite useful. 
Trial runs of the questionnaire have revealed 
some interesting data about attitudes. 
If you would like to receive a resume of this 
investigation, be sure to check the last blank 
on the Attitude page. 
